Reconsideration of Value Request Requirements
The value estimate on a NOV may be changed if the change is clearly warranted and fully supported by
real estate market or other valid information which would be considered adequate and reasonable by
professional appraisal standards.
Any party of interest may request a change to a NOV. For documentation purposes, every such request
must be in writing. Only one request will be completed.
The change request must be submitted to the lender.
Any request for a change in value that exceeds a 10% increase will require a field review.

REQUEST BASED ON DIFFERENT SALES DATA:
Comparable sales (not listings or pendings) must be provided on a grid (see attachment) that are
superior to those selected by the appraiser (i.e. more recent, more proximate, more similar, etc.) that
closed prior to the VA appraisal report date. No more than 3 will be considered; a reconsideration of
value is processed only one time since the information provided is considered to be, by the requestor
and therefore VA, the information that is most reflective of the subject’s market value at the time of the
appraisal. MLS printouts for each comparable sale, showing the sold information, must also be provided
to verify the information on the grid. A concise narrative explaining why the requestor believes the
comparables provided in the grid are superior to those selected by the appraiser is suggested to assist
the reviewer when the data is examined.
Items to include:
1. Comparables sales provided on the attached grid with all pertinent data included.
2. MLS cut sheets for each sale on the grid with sales data, including seller concession,
on the sheet.
3. Concise narrative explaining the reason the comparables provided are superior to
those selected by the appraiser.

REQUEST BASED ON DISAGREEMENT WITH APPRAISAL ANALYSIS OR DATA:
The requestor should provide a narrative explaining the items of disagreement and the reasons for
believing the information provided in the report are incorrect. Disagreement(s) with items such as grid
adjustments, or subject square footage measurement should be explained and any documentation
available to support these disagreement(s) should also be provided.
Items to include:

1. Narrative outlining the perceived shortcomings of the VA appraisal along with an
explanation for regarding the reason(s) the information provided in the report is
incorrect.
2. Documentation or evidence to supported items addressed in the narrative.

Reconsideration of Value requests for properties within the Denver Regional Loan Center jurisdiction
(Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Montana, Wyoming and Colorado) should be submitted to
the following e‐mail address:
39/va262@va.gov
E‐mail attachments should not exceed 10MB

